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GENERAL INFORMATION 

From October 1 to December 31, 2018, the Independent Journalism Center (IJC) monitored 12 media outlets - 

news portals and TV channels - to identify whether the disseminated journalistic materials contained any 

breaches of deontological rules and elements of information manipulation. The monitoring team analyzed how 
the outlets covered events of public interest in politics, economy, foreign policy, and in other fields, whether 

they complied with professional and ethical standards such as verification of information through several 

sources, pluralism of opinions, balance in the news reports on conflicts, and so on. By using the Journalist’s 

Code of Conduct and specialized academic works, they identified information manipulation procedures and 
techniques. 

The analysis was based on the assumption that news is the main media product where people search information 
about daily reality. Therefore, regardless of the media owner’s views on political or economic issues, news 

must contain exclusively facts and not journalists’ opinions, should be written in neutral and accessible 
language, and should reflect reality as accurately as possible, observing the balance of sources. 

Purpose of monitoring: 

The monitoring was aimed at determining whether the media observed professional ethics or used manipulation 

techniques in their coverage of topics of public interest. In particular, the monitoring sought to identify the 

mistakes made by journalists (intentionally or unintentionally) while reporting facts, so that case studies and 

monitoring reports could play an educational role. Another objective was to contribute to increasing consumer 
awareness of the risks of getting information from unsafe sources. Monitoring helps consumers understand how 

the media can manipulate and enables them to distinguish between a manipulative journalistic product and a 
product that presents reality impartially. 

Criteria for selecting media outlets for monitoring: 

 Coverage - national; 

 Language - Romanian and Russian; 

 Impact - circulation and audience. 
 

Broadcasting: TV Moldova 1, Publika TV, Canal 2, Accent TV, NTV Moldova, Jurnal TV, TV8, PRO TV 
Chisinau. 

Online media: Noi.md, Sputnik.md, Kp.md, Unimedia.info.  

Methodology: The report focused on political, economic, and social events of major public interest that took 
place during the monitoring period, and analyzed how these events were covered by the media. The language 

and images used by journalists, their choice of events to be covered, the correctness of source quoting, and the 

tone of presentation were analyzed by referring to the Journalist’s Code of Conduct1, guidelines and 
recommendations in the sphere of responsible and high-quality media2, and the notions of manipulation and 
propaganda, as defined in the Dictionary of Sociology3. 

Manipulation is defined as: “Action taken to make a social actor (a person, a group, or a community) think 

and act in a way that is compatible with the interests of the initiator and not with their own interests, by using 

persuasion techniques that intentionally distort the truth, leaving an impression of freedom of thought and 

decision. Unlike influence by means of rational persuasion, manipulation aims not at a more accurate and 
deep understanding of the situation, but at suggesting a convenient idea by means of misleading through false 
arguments and by appealing to non-rational emotional levels.” 

Propaganda: “Systematic activity of transmitting, promoting, or spreading doctrines, messages, or ideas from 

the position of a particular social group and ideology, in order to influence, change, or shape certain concepts, 

                                                
1
 Moldovan Journalist’s Code of Conduct, http://consiliuldepresa.md/fileadmin/fisiere/documente/cod_d_rom.pdf 

2
 Guide of Style with Ethical Standards for Journalists, API, http://www.unicef.org/moldova/Ghid_Etica_Jurnalist_RO.pdf 

3
 Cătălin Zamfir, Lazăr Vlăsceanu, Dictionary of Sociology, Bucharest, 1998, p. 332., p. 457. 

http://vignette4.wikia.nocookie.net/nccmn/images/1/1c/Dictionar-de-Sociologie-Catalin-Zamfir-Lazar-

Vlasceanu.pdf/revision/latest?cb=20150813042511&path-prefix=ro 

http://consiliuldepresa.md/fileadmin/fisiere/documente/cod_d_rom.pdf
http://www.unicef.org/moldova/Ghid_Etica_Jurnalist_RO.pdf
http://vignette4.wikia.nocookie.net/nccmn/images/1/1c/Dictionar-de-Sociologie-Catalin-Zamfir-Lazar-Vlasceanu.pdf/revision/latest?cb=20150813042511&path-prefix=ro
http://vignette4.wikia.nocookie.net/nccmn/images/1/1c/Dictionar-de-Sociologie-Catalin-Zamfir-Lazar-Vlasceanu.pdf/revision/latest?cb=20150813042511&path-prefix=ro
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attitudes, opinions, beliefs, or behaviors. Propaganda is practiced in such a way as to achieve the goals and 
interests of the group it serves, so there is no neutral or objective propaganda.” 

The main topics monitored between October 1 and December 31, 2018: 

 Detention and the first court hearing in the case of Gheorghe Petic, chairman of the PPDA’s territorial 
organization in Ungheni (October 12, 2018); 

 Assembly of the Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM) “For Moldova” (October 21, 2018); 

 Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc (November 3, 2018); 

 “Auštrevičius” Report and the European Parliament (EP) Resolution on the implementation of the EU 

Association Agreement with Moldova (November 13-14, 2018); 

 The Liberal Party (PL) announcement regarding participation in parliamentary elections alongside the 

ACUM Electoral Bloc (December 16, 2018). 

 

I. GENERAL TRENDS 

The monitoring showed that journalists from some monitored media outlets continue deviating from 
deontological standards when they write news. We identified elements characteristic to propaganda and 
information manipulation as well as breaches of the Journalist’s Code of Conduct:  

Labeling - Canal 2 (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); Publika TV (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Publika TV and Canal 2 (PL decision to participate in parliamentary elections alongside the ACUM Electoral 
Bloc); 

Selective presentation/truncation of facts, opinions, and statements - Kp.md (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); 

Canal 2 and Jurnal TV (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”); Publika TV (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral 
Bloc); Publika TV and Moldova 1 (“Auštrevičius” Report and EP Resolution); 

Lack of the right to reply - Canal 2 and Unimedia.info (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); Moldova 1 (PDM 

Assembly “For Moldova”); PRO TV Chisinau, Jurnal TV and Kp.md (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral 
Bloc); PRO TV Chisinau and Jurnal TV (PL decision to participate in parliamentary elections alongside the 
ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Mixture of facts and opinions - Canal 2 and Sputnik.md (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); PRO TV Chisinau, 

Moldova 1 and Jurnal TV (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”); Publika TV and Sputnik.md (Establishment of the 

ACUM Electoral Bloc); Publika TV, Canal 2 and Noi.md (PL decision to participate in parliamentary elections 
alongside the ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Presentation of opinions and/or statements as absolute truths - Canal 2 (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); 

References to sources that cannot be checked - Sputnik.md (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); Canal 2 (PDM 
Assembly “For Moldova”); Kp.md (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Spreading false information or statements - Canal 2 (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”); 

Generalization - Canal 2 and TV8 (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”); Jurnal TV (Establishment of the ACUM 
Electoral Bloc); Kp.md (“Auštrevičius” Report and EP Resolution); 

Irony -PRO TV Chisinau (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”); Publika TV, Canal 2 and Noi.md (PL decision to 
participate in parliamentary elections alongside the ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Suggestion - Kp.md (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); Publika TV and Jurnal TV (PDM Assembly “For 
Moldova”); Sputnik.md (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Omission - NTV Moldova, Accent TV, Sputnik.md (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”; PL decision to participate 

in parliamentary elections alongside the ACUM Electoral Bloc); NTV Moldova, Accent TV, Noi.md and Canal 
2 (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc); NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Canal 2 (“Auštrevičius” Report 

and EP Resolution); TV8 (PL decision to participate in parliamentary elections alongside the ACUM Electoral 
Bloc); 
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Blurring - Publika TV and Moldova 1 (“Auštrevičius” Report and EP Resolution);  

Misbalance of sources - Sputnik.md (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc);  

“Internal and/or external enemy” technique - Publika TV (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”; Establishment 
of the ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Priority information technique - Publika TV (“Auštrevičius” Report and EP Resolution); 

“National savior” (“messiah”) technique - Canal 2 and Publika TV (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”); Publika 
TV (Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc); 

Manipulation by means of video and/or audio - Canal 2 (Detention of Gheorghe Petic); Canal 2, Publika TV 
and Moldova 1 (PDM Assembly “For Moldova”); 

Negative image transfer - Canal 2, Sputnik.md and Kp.md (Detention of Gheorghe Petic). 

II. DATA ANALYSIS 

Topic 1. Detention and the first court hearing in the case of Gheorghe Petic, chairman of the PPDA’s 

territorial organization in Ungheni 

 

Background: On October 12, 2018, Gheorghe Petic, a member of the Dignity and Truth Platform Party 

(PPDA) and a former employee of the Border Police of the Republic of Moldova, was detained by 
representatives of the Police Inspectorate of the city of Ungheni. He filmed the moment of detention and 

posted it on his Facebook page. The next day, through a press release and a video, the General Police 

Inspectorate announced that the suspect was accused of rape and was detained for 72 hours. At a court 

hearing on Monday, October 15, Gheorghe Petic was placed under arrest for 20 days in the detention 
facility in the city of Balti. 

 

General conclusion: The detention and the first court hearing in the case of Gheorghe Petic, the chairman of 

the PPDA’s territorial organization in the city of Ungheni, were treated differently by the monitored media 

outlets. While televisions NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Moldova 1 ignored the issue, Kp.md, Canal 2 and 

Publika TV insisted on the political affiliation of the suspect.  

Canal 2 broadcast one news report at the beginning of the newscast on October 13. The information was 

presented in a tendentious manner and with several violations of professional ethics: 

 Presenting information as a verified truth, without indicating the source of those statements: “A 31-
year-old woman has been raped in her own apartment. It happened yesterday in broad daylight in 

Ungheni”; 

 Mixing facts with opinions: “Quoted by Unimedia.info, Petic’s lawyer said that the PPDA leader in 

Ungheni pleads innocent. The defender did not deny the existence of a sexual relationship between his 
client and the alleged victim.” De facto, Canal 2 manipulated the lawyer’s statements, since neither 

the interview published by Unimedia.info, nor the news report on Canal 2 show the lawyer saying 

anything that could be interpreted by the reporters of this television like “…the defender did not deny 
the existence of a sexual relationship between his client and the alleged victim”; 

 Manipulation through context, as the journalists insisted on the political affiliation of the suspect. 

Whenever the name of Gheorghe Petic was mentioned, his political affiliation was highlighted: “the 

PPDA leader in Ungheni”; 

 Lack of the right to reply. At the time of the news report (October 13), there had already been video 

footage of Petic’s detention and his public statements (posted by him on October 12 on Facebook), but 
Canal 2 did not use them in its report; 

 Manipulation by means of images. When speaking about Gheorghe Petic and the “rape”, Canal 2 

used images of him alongside the PPDA leader Andrei Nastase. The station thus attempted to make a 
negative image transfer from Petic, suspected of rape, to Nastase, political leader and chairman of the 

PPDA. 

http://www.canal2.md/emisiuni/reporter-cu-vadim-stangaciu-13-octombrie-2018-1900_95179.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/9703a263ed65c850/video-declaratiile-avocatului-lui-gheorghe-petic-clientul-meu-sustine-ca-acesta-este-un-scenariu-facut-la-comanda-ministrului-jizdan.html
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Publika TV tried to make a true film script for this case, announcing the story through a teaser on its online 

platform to spark interest, but not mentioning the name of the suspect. The following day, the information was 
presented in two parts. Thus, in the late evening of October 12 Publika TV published one news report only on 

its online platform (“Shocking case in the city of Ungheni. A 31-year-old woman was raped”), and on October 

13 it broadcast another news report (“NEW DETAILS about the woman from Ungheni who WAS RAPED by a 
man in her own house. Update from police (AUDIO)”), which focused on the recording of the victim’s phone 

call to the 112-emergency service. After the news about the statements of the alleged victim, a new report (“The 

main suspect in the case of the woman raped in Ungheni”) appeared in the evening of the same day, which 

mentioned the name of the suspect and strongly insisted on Petic’s political affiliation. Thus, by providing only 
part of the information and leaving some details out for further news reports (although the name of the suspect 

had been known since the afternoon of October 12), Publika TV created an artificial suspense (including by 

means of the sensitivity of the topic of rape), in order to thicken the plot and increase the expectations of media 
consumers. Technically, Publika TV included audio elements (music) in the report in order to manipulate by 

emphasizing the victim’s fear and thus speculate on the public’s emotions. At the same time, Publika TV used 

edited video (alternating black-and-white and color), which also has the role of emphasizing the tragic nature 

of the news. The use of such techniques in news is contrary to the ethical and professional principles of objective 
and fact-based journalism. Also, by these methods the television tried to implant the idea that this person had 

been confirmed as the “rapist”, ignoring the presumption of innocence. Otherwise, Publika TV covered the 
topic the same way as Canal 2, using the same images, sources, and scenario. 

On October 13, Sputnik.md published one news story on the monitored topic. The online portal focused on the 

victim’s statements from the recording of the phone call to 112 (including the video file with the recording). At 
the same time, the portal insisted on sensational details more than on facts, having violated some standards of 
professional ethics, including: 

 Mixture of facts and opinions: “…The 31-year-old woman seems very disturbed and the 112 operator 

tries to calm her down to find out more details… The victim almost cries and can barely tell what 

happened to her just 15 minutes before calling for help”; 
 Manipulation through headline, terms and image used: “Terrible details of the rape in Ungheni: 

The victim makes shocking confessions”; 

 Presentation of unverified information and reference to sources that cannot be checked: “At the 
same time, in this criminal case there is footage from a surveillance camera that confirms the suspect’s 

presence in the apartment building where the victim lives, at the time when the incident allegedly 

occurred.” 

Between October 12 and 15, Kp.md, published three materials on the monitored topic, two of which announced 

about the detention of Gheorghe Petic and details of the investigation conducted by the police. In both texts, 
Kp.md strongly insisted on the suspect’s political affiliation and used the same picture, of Gheorghe Petic 

alongside Andrei Nastase, making negative image transfer from the suspect (and the crime he is accused of) 

to PPDA leader Andrei Nastase. The third news report published by Kp.md committed several violations of 
professional ethics and used manipulation techniques, including: 

 Manipulation through headlines and negative image transfer: “Maia Sandu calls for release of the 

man accused of raping a mother of a two-year-old child”. First, Kp.md manipulated by attributing the 

statements to Maia Sandu, and not to the Action and Solidarity Party (PAS) that she represents, although 

the quoted statements had been taken from the PAS press release. Second, the wording and the 

expressions used (using sensitive terms, such as “rape,” “mother,” “two-year-old child,” close to 

each other) enhanced the seriousness of the act imputed to the suspect. At the same time, Maia Sandu 

was implicitly presented as a potential internal enemy, because she, in the position of politician, calls 

for acquittal of a suspect in a case of a serious crime (rape). Thus, Kp.md suggests that Maia Sandu 

tolerates such violations or finds them acceptable (suggestion technique). 

 Truncation of the PAS (Maia Sandu’s) statement. The statement in which PAS demanded that 

intimidations based on political criteria be ended was not published in full, and no concrete quotations 

from it were given. On the contrary, the outlet published incomplete paraphrases taken out of context. 

In addition, although the headline announces that the news is about the statement of PAS/Maia Sandu, 

https://www.publika.md/caz-socant-in-orasul-ungheni-o-femeie-de-31-de-ani-a-fost-violata-_3021631.html
https://www.publika.md/detalii-noi-in-cazul-femeii-din-ungheni-care-a-fost-violata-de-un-barbat-in-propria-casa-precizarile-politiei-audio_3021652.html
https://www.publika.md/cine-este-principalul-suspect-in-cazul-femeii-violate-din-ungheni_3021658.html
https://www.publika.md/cine-este-principalul-suspect-in-cazul-femeii-violate-din-ungheni_3021658.html
https://sputnik.md/society/20181013/22470040/detalii-viol-dezvaluiri-victima.html
https://www.kp.md/online/news/3264546/
https://www.kp.md/online/news/3264596/
https://www.kp.md/online/news/3264690/
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the text provides details of the case and the opinion of the police, quoted directly and in full. This can 

be qualified as imbalance of sources. 

In the main newscast of October 12 on TV8, the report on the detention of Gheorghe Petic was shown first and 
presented information in a neutral and unbiased manner.  

PRO TV Chisinau covered the detention of Gheorghe Petic in the newscast of October 13, with a complex 

news report, which provided the right to reply to all parties concerned, and Jurnal TV broadcast two neutral 

news reports in the newscast of October 12 and in the one of October 15, stressing that the suspect was placed 
under provisional arrest for 20 days.  

Unimedia.info published 11 news reports on the monitored topic, treating it from different viewpoints, 
neutrally and impartially. The only violation from professional ethics, committed by Unimedia.info in one of 

the reports, was failure to provide the right to reply to the persons accused by other sources (the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs, Alexandru Jizdan).  

Noi.md published three news stories on the monitored topic, all taken from other outlets (Agora.md and TV8). 

NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Moldova 1 did not cover this topic in any of their newscasts in the period of 

October 12-16.   

Topic 2. Assembly of the Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM) “For Moldova” 

 

Background: On October 19, 2018, the Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM) announced, through a press 

release, that it would hold on October 21 in the Great National Assembly Square “a political event that 

will be attended by members and supporters of the party from all over the country,” which they called 
“National Assembly of PDM - For Moldova.”.  

 

General conclusion: Publika TV and Canal 2 reported about the National Assembly “PDM for Moldova” (the 

phrase used by organizers) through partisan materials of electoral nature, which took up to half of the airtime 
of newscasts. At the same time, NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Sputnik.md completely omitted the event. Jurnal 

TV covered the PDM rally from a rather negative perspective. Such diametrically opposite approaches 

(massive coverage or ignoring of certain topics) have confirmed the findings of previous monitoring reports 
regarding the commitment, likes or dislikes of media outlets to certain politicians and political parties. 

Canal 2 broadcast three reports about the PDM rally, with over ten minutes of airtime, i.e. nearly half of the 

newscast of October 21. The event was presented in a tendentious manner and in a tone that favored exclusively 
the PDM and its representatives. Canal 2 covered the event more as an electoral activity, with the newscaster 

and reporters speaking about organizers pretentiously and eulogistically: “Safe future at home”; “People who 

came from all over the country say they chose to be with those who managed to change things for the better in 
their country”; “…grand event held today in the center of the capital city.” Canal 2 used: 

 “National savior”, or “messiah”, manipulation technique. The PDM was presented as the only party 
that has contributed to the development of the Republic of Moldova “…over the past 27 years,” to 

implementation of reforms and to the welfare of the country’s population; 

 Reference to sources that cannot be checked. “About 100 thousand people from all over the country, 

members and supporters of the PDM, came to Chisinau today to the National Assembly of PDM - For 
Moldova”; 

 Manipulation by means of video. Video footage from the event was edited in such a way as to support 

organizers’ claims regarding the large number of participants. The station showed only video filmed at 
an angle that amplified the perspective of the crowd. It is noteworthy that at other demonstrations, 

organized by opposition parties, or at protests against the government Canal 2 mostly presented footage 

of the crowd filmed with a drone from above - in such images crowds usually look less numerous; 
 Biased selection of statements and opinions. All statements of sources on Canal 2 contained 

favorable impressions of the event and positive opinions about the situation in Moldova; 

 Generalization. “Expatriates appreciate the recent changes in Moldova. Our fellow nationals living 

abroad sent messages in support of the National Assembly of PDM - For Moldova.” Canal 2 suggested 

http://tv8.md/tv8-show/stiri-cu-angela-gonta-12-10-18/
http://protv.md/stiri/jurnale-de-stiri/stirile-pro-tv-de-la-ora-17-00-cu-tatiana-nastas-13-10-2018---2371751.html
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/d9a9616bb4fb3bb7/petic-retinut-de-politia-din-ungheni.html
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/448ad40511354873/jurnalul-orei-19-15-octombrie.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/9703a263ed65c850/video-declaratiile-avocatului-lui-gheorghe-petic-clientul-meu-sustine-ca-acesta-este-un-scenariu-facut-la-comanda-ministrului-jizdan.html?spotim_referrer=recirculation?utm_source=Site%20Widgets&utm_medium=Trend%20News%20Widget&utm_campaign=Trend%20News%20Widget
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/9703a263ed65c850/video-declaratiile-avocatului-lui-gheorghe-petic-clientul-meu-sustine-ca-acesta-este-un-scenariu-facut-la-comanda-ministrului-jizdan.html?spotim_referrer=recirculation?utm_source=Site%20Widgets&utm_medium=Trend%20News%20Widget&utm_campaign=Trend%20News%20Widget
http://www.pdm.md/ro/comunicat-de-presa/adunarea-nationala-pdm-pentru-moldova-se-va-desfasura-duminica-in-piata-marii-adunari-nationale/
http://www.pdm.md/ro/comunicat-de-presa/adunarea-nationala-pdm-pentru-moldova-se-va-desfasura-duminica-in-piata-marii-adunari-nationale/
http://www.canal2.md/emisiuni/reporter-cu-diana-spatarel-21-octombrie-2018-1900_95659.html
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that all Moldovan expatriates and those who are abroad support the PDM and its policy, which is a 

false statement and a generalization for an entire category. In such cases, to provide accurate and 
objective information, media outlets are obliged to be more precise in their expressions, saying “some 

representatives of…,” “several…,” “certain…”. 

Publika TV has published on its website ten materials on the monitored topic. The information and images 

were, with only a few exceptions, identical to those of Canal 2, the only difference being the number of 

materials: Canal 2 divided the information into three news reports, while Publika TV divided it into ten 
materials (including a general news report, which summarized all information). In addition to the violations and 

manipulation techniques used by Canal 2, Publika TV journalists also committed: 

 Manipulation by means of video. When the crowd was gathering and walking towards the Great 

National Assembly Square, filming was done from above, to suggest action and show a bigger picture, 
with greater impact. However, when everyone arrived at the Square, footage was done from an angle, 

and only near the stage they filmed from above at a small height. The emphasis was on places with a 

higher density of participants, creating the impression that hundreds of thousands of people came to the 
Assembly, thus confirming what the reporters said: “Today’s event has gathered people from all over 

the country and was a big one”; 

 “Internal enemy” manipulation technique/Suggestion. Publika TV mentioned that there are some 

political entities that do not want Moldova to make progress: “The democrats expressed regret that 
some politicians put party interests above the interests of the people,” implicitly suggesting that the 

PDM is the only party that fights with these obscure political forces (“National savior” manipulation 

technique). 

PRO TV Chisinau inserted news about the PDM rally at the beginning of the newscast, providing detailed 
coverage of the event and including various opinions of the participants and organizers. However, in some 

situations, reporters presented details on an ironic note to the PDM: “The Democratic Party has occupied the 

center of Chisinau today and paralyzed traffic on several streets to voice its successes and to make promises 

that sounded electoral”; “A demonstration looking like a show was organized in the center of the city today.” 
Such statements coming from journalists can be considered a mixture of facts and opinion. 

TV8 broadcast news about the PDM’s Assembly in the second part of the newscast of October 22. The first 

report was about the event itself, the second - about the access of journalists to covering the PDM rally. TV8 

covered the rally in detail, offering a variety of opinions, but chose to begin the report with a presentation of 

opinions, and only afterwards facts. Such techniques, although not contrary to journalistic ethics, can change 
the logical thread of the news, which should first provide facts and then interpretations or opinions. For example, 

the first report began as follows: “The PDM rally was an electoral event and it was rather forced, because 

some of the people allegedly came to the rally in an organized manner. This is the opinion of the analyst Arcadie 
Barbarosie.” In addition, TV8 also had one case of generalization: “The PDM rally - Before the elections. 

Experts qualify the event as an electoral one, with the crowd being brought in an organized manner” (caption); 
“Meanwhile, analysts believe that the event had an electoral tone….” 

In the newscast on Moldova 1, the report about the PDM’s Assembly was the second. The public television 

presented information from the perspective of the PDM, selecting only the opinions of those who support the 

agenda and political program of the governing party. Also, Moldova 1 massively disseminated the statements 
of PDM leaders (which made about one-third of the report). As a source, Prime Minister Pavel Filip accused 

the opposition parties, but the reporters of the national television did not give the latter the right to 

reply/opinion. In addition, Moldova 1 resorted to: 

 Mixture of facts and opinion: “…the assembly was disturbed by a group of protesters”; 

 Manipulation by means of video: Moldova 1 included video from the Great National Assembly 
Square filmed from angles that suggested there was a very large number of participants. 

 

Jurnal TV paid the most attention to this topic out of all monitored media outlets, covering it in three news 

reports with a total duration of 17 minutes, which is more than one third of the newscast. This station mostly 
covered the event with a negative focus on the PDM and its representatives. The violations of professional 

ethics in the content aired by Jurnal TV include: 

https://www.publika.md/imagini-din-drona-adunarea-nationala-pdm-pentru-moldova-vazuta-de-sus-fotovideo_3022491_foto_5095404.html#gallery
https://www.publika.md/adunarea-nationala-pdm-pentru-moldova-formatiunea-propune-o-noua-cale-de-dezvoltare-a-tarii_3022502.html
http://protv.md/stiri/jurnale-de-stiri/stirile-pro-tv-de-la-ora-20-00-cu-patricia-podoleanu-21-10-2018---2378871.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MROFQa-sPR4
http://trm.md/ro/mesager/mesager-din-21-octombrie-2018/
http://trm.md/ro/mesager/mesager-din-21-octombrie-2018/
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/6b3390ec4aaa4830/jurnalul-orei-19-22-octombrie.html
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 Mixture of facts and opinions: “The people gathered in the Great National Assembly Square were 

not quite pleased with the enthusiasm of the speakers and were modest in the chanting of slogans”; 
 Manipulation by means of headlines. The caption on the screen shows a statement that seems to be 

the journalist’s opinion, since it does not belong to any source: “Brought to make the crowd”; 

 Suggestion and biased selection of opinions. Jurnal TV offered a disproportionate number of 
opinions from participants who could hardly express their thoughts or from those who did not quite 

know the significance or reason of the assembly. 

At Unimedia.info monitoring was done for ten news stories about the PDM’s Assembly published on the eve 

of the rally and on the day when it took place. De facto, the outlet covered preparations for the rally, the rally 

itself, the incidents that occurred during the event (restriction of journalists’ access to certain locations), and a 
vox pop with participants, taken from the newspaper Ziarul de Garda. At the same time, Unimedia.info 

published several photo galleries and broadcast live from the event. Overall, the coverage was objective and 
unbiased. 

Of the eight news stories published by the portal Noi.md, only three were produced by its team, the other being 

taken from other media outlets (Publika.md, Info-Prim Neo and Deschide.md). One of the stories contained 

the live broadcast of the PDM’s rally. In another story, Noi.md presented details about the event in text format, 
and the third one included the speech of Vlad Plahotniuc, PDM leader. Manipulation techniques in the 

presentation of information were not used, but there was a slight favoring of the PDM and Vlad Plahotniuc, 
especially in the portal’s own news stories. 

Kp.md has published a single short news story on the topic, which mentioned general facts about the event and 
was illustrated by three pictures, two of which showed the PDM leaders.  

NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Sputnik.md did not cover the topic in any of their newscasts or on online 
platforms in the period of October 19-23, which can be qualified as omission. 

Topic 3. Establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc  

 

Background: On November 3, 2018, the Dignity and Truth Platform Party (PPDA) and the Action and 
Solidarity Party (PAS), united in “ACUM Movement”, presented their joint commitments for the 

parliamentary elections of February 24, 2019. The event took place in Chisinau and was attended by guests 

from Moldova and from abroad, as well as by members and supporters of the two parties. 

General conclusion: NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Noi.md have ignored this topic entirely, while Publika 

TV, Canal 2 and Sputnik.md presented it in a negative light, repeatedly using labels aimed at the Action and 
Solidarity Party (PAS) and Dignity and Truth Platform Party (PPDA) or at their leaders (Maia Sandu and 

Andrei Nastase) and focusing exclusively on the disagreements between the four opposition parties (PAS, 

PPDA, Liberal-Democratic Party (PLDM), Liberal Party (PL)). Jurnal TV presented this event in detail, with 
a negative accent on the government and the Democratic Party of Moldova (PDM). TV8, PRO TV Chisinau 

and the public television Moldova 1 presented information in a neutral and unbiased manner.  

Publika TV has treated the topic tendentiously and placed it in a negative light, insisting solely on the 

disagreements among the opposition parties and on their representatives’ criticism of the salary reform, but 

without offering direct quotations or statements by these parties in support of that position. Thus, the topic was 
approached not from the point of view of the commitment of the two parties and of the potential electoral bloc 

(which was the actual news), but from the perspective of negative and allegedly “contradictory” issues between 

the right-wing parties involved in the process. De facto, Publika TV distorted information on this topic both 

by violating professional ethics and by using information manipulation techniques, such as: 

 Use of labels aimed to discredit a person or institution: “the binomial presented its electoral offer”; 

“Tudor Deliu declared that the formation of the PAS-PPDA binomial…”; “The contradictory 

situation occurred in the relations of the PAS and PPDA binomial with the liberals”; 
 Selective treatment of sources. In the case of Tudor Deliu’s statements from the talk show on N4 

television, the direct source was not quoted, which would have helped create a more accurate and 

complete picture of the topic. For a fair, neutral and objective coverage, Publika TV reporters should 

https://unimedia.info/ro/news/c434eebce8ba19b7/mitingul-pd-ul-a-pus-stapanire-pe-pman-de-astazi-centrul-capitalei-blocat-din-cauza-democratilor-cu-o-zi-inainte-de-manifestatie.html?utm_source=Site%20Widgets&utm_medium=Related%20Widget&utm_campaign=Related%20Widget
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/6e97dbef8a3e688d/miting-pd.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/6e97dbef8a3e688d/miting-pd.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/130416b7ec76f827/o-jurnalista-indepartata-de-seful-spps-cand-a-incercat-sa-se-apropie-de-candu-filip-si-plahotniuc.html?utm_source=Site%20Widgets&utm_medium=Related%20Widget&utm_campaign=Related%20Widget
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/8836abf6525f7867/video-reporteri-fara-acces-la-mitingul-pdm-aici-e-zona-verde.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/3c9764c9ca6e1b70/video-ce-spun-participantii-la-mitingul-pdm-au-spus-ca-o-sa-fie-normal-o-sa-fie-bine.html
https://noi.md/md/politica/adunarea-nationala-pdm-pentru-moldova-live
https://noi.md/md/politica/adunarea-nationala-pdm-are-loc-astazi-in-pman-sint-asteptati-sute-de-membri-si-simpatizanti
https://noi.md/md/politica/plahotniuc-nu-mai-putem-tolera-statutul-de-obiect-al-geopoliticii-moldova-are-dreptul-la-propriul-cuvint
https://www.kp.md/online/news/3272010/
http://mediacritica.md/ro/news/ce-scrie-presa-despre-angajamentele-blocului-electoral-acum/?fbclid=IwAR0SeqZh6fse3mfyhl9sXns6UyGEqzNnOrnhorHZemaWkZSGrN67u5o8C8w
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have either directly quote the statements of Tudor Deliu, or include a video fragment from the show in 

which he participated; 
 Mixture of facts and opinions: “New disagreements between the right-wing opposition parties. 

Liberal-democrats seem to have ignored the event organized by the Action and Solidarity Party and 

the Dignity and Truth Platform Party, where the binomial presented its electoral offer”; 
 “Internal enemy” and “national savior” manipulation techniques. PPDA and PAS were presented 

as parties that do not accept reforms and do not care about the fate of the country’s citizens, while the 

PDM was presented as a savior: “At the same time, the commitments presented by PAS and PPDA 

include increase of the average salary, although the two parties opposed the increase of salaries for 
almost 200 thousand public sector employees, announced by the PDM, on the grounds that there was 

allegedly no budget coverage for it.”  

Canal 2 anticipated the event through a news report aired in the newscast of November 2, which announced 

that the ACUM Electoral Bloc would be established, but the focus was placed on the disagreements between 
PAS, PPDA, PLDM and PL (“…quarrels that don’t stop”). The approach was similar to the one of Publika 

TV in the report of November 3, with Canal 2 reporters announcing that the following day “PPDA and PAS 

will launch the joint electoral bloc of the Sandu-Nastase binomial for the February elections” (labeling).  

PRO TV Chisinau covered the topic in the newscast of November 3, focusing on the event, without appealing 

to value judgments or manipulation techniques. The only violation was the fact that the station’s reporters failed 

to ensure the right to reply to representatives of the government and the PDM, targeted in the statements of 

Maia Sandu and Andrei Nastase.  

TV8 covered the establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc in the news report about the meeting of the four 

parties (PAS, PPDA, PLDM, PL) at the PL office on November 5, aired in the newscast on the same day (TV8 
does not have newscasts on weekends, i.e. on November 3 and 4, 2018, too). At the same time, a news story 

about the electoral commitments of PAS and PPDA was published on TV8 online platform. TV8 covered both 

events in a neutral and unbiased manner.  

The public television Moldova 1 broadcast one news report about the PAS and PPDA commitments to establish 

the ACUM Electoral Bloc in the middle of the Mesager newscast on November 3. Moldova 1 presented the 

information in a neutral and unbiased manner, having inserted statements of relevant sources into the report. 

Jurnal TV covered the monitored topic in detail. In its newscast on November 5 (on November 3 and 4, i.e. in 

the weekend, this station did not have newscasts), Jurnal TV aired two news reports with a total airtime of a 

little over 13 minutes, which is about 40% of the newscast. One of the reports presented “the commitments of 
the ACUM Bloc” and was based almost solely on the transmission, for 11 minutes, of the most important video 

fragments with declarations from the presentation of commitments. The second report, of a little over two 

minutes, presented the opinions of the people who attended the event. Both reports showed PAS and PPDA in 

an exclusively positive light. Jurnal TV, in its reports, had elements of: 

 Generalization: “People want a change” (the headline of one of the reports); “…Confident in success, 
the structure is supported by the Western world”; 

 Failure to ensure the right to reply to the persons targeted in news. Jurnal TV did not offer the 

right to reply to those accused - PDM/government, Vlad Plahotniuc and Igor Dodon. The phrase at the 
end of the report, which explains the journalists’ opinion, - “The statements made at the event have not 

yet been commented by authorities” - cannot be considered as ensuring the right to reply. 

Sputnik.md has published one news story on this topic with an informative headline, “Maia Sandu and Andrei 

Nastase joined forces before the elections,” but it is followed by the lead with a rhetorical question: “Whether 

politicians will manage to consolidate the electorate is a big question.” This phrase is repeated and developed 
in the text of the story, without indicating a source that supports these doubts and without referring to previous 

information, which can be interpreted as the use of the suggestion technique: “The leaders of the opposition 

have previously attempted to join efforts ‘on the eve’ of parliamentary elections, but such attempts usually 
failed.” Also, Sputnik.md several times mixed facts with opinions and used manipulation by means of 

selective context: “The success of political cooperation of Nastase and Sandu with former colleagues from 

http://www.canal2.md/news/reporter-cu-diana-spatarel-2-noiembrie-2018-1900_96429.html
http://protv.md/stiri/jurnale-de-stiri/stirile-pro-tv-de-la-ora-20-00-cu-suada-karkouki-03-11-2018---2391241.html
http://tv8.md/tv8-show/stiri-cu-angela-gonta-05-11-18/
http://tv8.md/2018/11/03/pas-si-ppda-au-prezentat-angajamentele-blocului-acum-lichidarea-structurilor-oligarhice-combaterea-coruptiei-mari-recuperarea-miliardelor-bancare/
http://trm.md/ro/mesager/mesager-din-3-noiembrie-2018/
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/fc245df73e0a8a3f/angajamentele-blocului-acum.html
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/fc245df73e0a8a3f/angajamentele-blocului-acum.html
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/bcd90f00c51ccae9/cetatenii-vor-schimbarea-acum.html
https://sputnik.md/politics/20181103/22854440/Maia-Sandu-i-Andrei-Nstase-i-au-unit-forele-nainte-de-alegeri.html
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PLDM is also unclear”; “It is difficult to foretell whether Nastase and Sandu will manage to consolidate the 

electorate. Previous electoral campaigns proved that anything might happen in a ‘political partnership.’” 

Kp.md did not cover the event of November 3 about the political commitments of PAS and PPDA and the 
establishment of the ACUM Electoral Bloc. On November 5, however, Kp.md published one news story taken 

from Allmoldova.com, with details about an alleged instruction disseminated among participants in the event, 

without information about the event itself (establishment of the ACUM Bloc). The story is full of accusations 

and opinions, but there is no reference to a source: “Neither Maia Sandu, nor Andrei Nastase have intention to 
fulfill the promises made on stage”). Thus, the public is manipulated by reference to sources that cannot be 

checked. In addition, Kp.md did not observe the balance of sources or offer the right to reply to those 

accused (Maia Sandu and Andrei Nastase). 

Unimedia.info has published two news stories. In one of them journalists broadcast live from the event and 
synthesized in text format the most important statements of participants. The second story spoke about the 

messages in support of the two parties (PAS and PPDA), sent by some European politicians. Both stories 

presented information in a neutral manner and based on facts. 

The stations NTV Moldova and Accent TV and the portal Noi.md did not cover the topic in any of their 

newscasts or in the information content published online in the period of November 2 to 6, which can be 

qualified as omission.  

Topic 4. “Auštrevičius” Report and the European Parliament (EP) Resolution on the Implementation of 

the EU Association Agreement with Moldova 

 

Background: On November 13-14, 2018, the Report on the implementation of the EU Association 

Agreement with Moldova was presented in the European Parliament. The rapporteur and author of the 

document was MEP Petras Auštrevičius (ALDE). Besides the report, a resolution previously adopted in 

the European Parliament’s Committee on Foreign Affairs was debated and voted. It criticized some actions 
of the Moldovan government and was adopted with the vote of 396 MEPs, while 76 MEPs voted against 

and 186 MEPs abstained. 

 
General conclusion: Publika TV and Moldova 1 focused on positive aspects (insignificant in both documents), 

thus trying to blur the main message of the resolution and limiting media consumers’ access to exhaustive and 

accurate information. At the same time, Publika TV, Moldova 1 and Jurnal TV did a biased and 

disproportionate selection of news sources. Another group of media outlets considered the topic irrelevant: 
NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Canal 2 did not broadcast news about it.  

Publika TV covered the topic in a tendentious and unbiased manner, omitting the most important information 

from the resolution, and presenting the document in a negative light. Also, Publika TV mentioned only the few 

positive aspects of the document (priority information manipulation technique), without examining criticism 
against Moldova in certain areas (level of corruption, issues in the judiciary, challenges in the media and 

associations sectors, change of the electoral system, cancellation of local election results in Chisinau, and so 

on), thus presenting information selectively. At the end of the report, Publika TV mentioned that MEPs 

“…encourage Moldovan authorities to continue the efforts of fighting corruption, to better investigate the bank 
fraud, to implement laws on media freedom, and to ensure organization of free and fair parliamentary elections 

next year.” In this sense, Publika TV used the blurring manipulation technique, which involves diminishing 

the importance or vaguely presenting information of public interest in order to hide it from the attention of 

media consumers.  

In addition to these violations, Publika TV also used: 

 Displacement of accents. “A negative aspect noted in the report is the adoption of the mixed electoral 

system in Moldova, although the author of the document, Petras Auštrevičius, was himself elected in 

Lithuania in a single-member district.” It is a value judgment of Publika TV reporters, who ignored 
the country context. Also, since the value judgment was made in reference to a person (Auštrevičius), 

it was necessary to ensure the MEP’s right to opinion on this topic, which did not happen; 

https://www.kp.md/online/news/3287006/
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/3e4e75f71ded586c/live-miscarea-acum-isi-lanseaza-angajamentele-inainte-de-alegerile-din-2019.html?spot_im_comment_id=sp_4GVurUX1_unimedia-newsite-3e4e75f71ded586c_c_vh3g5p&spotim_referrer=recirculation?utm_source=Site%20Widgets&utm_medium=Trend%20News%20Widget&utm_campaign=Trend%20News%20Widget
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/d7317e7dbcc4288e/ludovic-orban-invitat-special-la-evenimentul-politic-al-pas-si-platforma-da-joseph-daul-si-elmar-brok-au-transmis-mesaje-de-sustinere.html?utm_source=rss&amp;utm_medium=rss&amp;utm_campaign=rss
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=REPORT&reference=A8-2018-0322&language=EN&fbclid=IwAR2X-V765eMQXSmggtzoup_vIEkL6vD43NHu5U6o4NZKIN6MumsriLpQIjA
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=REPORT&reference=A8-2018-0322&language=EN&fbclid=IwAR2X-V765eMQXSmggtzoup_vIEkL6vD43NHu5U6o4NZKIN6MumsriLpQIjA
https://www.publika.md/parlamentul-european-a-aprobat-astazi-un-raport-cu-privire-la-implementarea-acordului-de-asociere-dintre-moldova-si-ue_3025254.html
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 Subjective and tendentious selection of sources. Publika TV inserted the statements of MEPs Andi 

Cristea and Norica Nicolai into the report, but did not add the critical opinions on Moldova, which were 
quite numerous in the plenum discussions, and, most importantly, did not include any statement or 

intervention of the author of the report (Petras Auštrevičius); 

 Truncation and biased selection of information. Publika TV changed accents in the message of the 
document: “The report adopted today in the plenum of the European Parliament contains a resolution 

that underlines the importance of implementing the EU Association Agreement with Moldova, praises 

the positive changes in our country, and reaffirms the decision to provide macro-financial assistance 

after the parliamentary elections in February 2019.” The statement was not, however, followed by 
mentioning the conditions that Moldova must meet in order to receive macro-financial assistance and 

budget support (and that only after the parliamentary elections in February 2019). 

PRO TV Chisinau covered the topic in the newscast on November 14, presenting information in a neutral and 

unbiased manner. It included the opinions of MEPs that name the most important elements of the report (mostly 
critical, but not only), offering the right to reply to the representatives of the Democratic Party of Moldova 

(PDM) in the person of MP Sergiu Sirbu, deputy chairman of PDM. 

TV8 covered the topic in a neutral an unbiased manner, with opinions for the resolution and opinions of MEPs 

who disagree with the conclusions of the document. TV8 reporters offered the right to reply to PDM 

representatives, too, thus ensuring the balance of sources and the right to opinion for all the parties concerned. 

Moldova 1 covered the topic of the report and EP resolution in the Mesager newscast on November 14. The 
public television included this news report into the second part of the newscast, which can be qualified as a way 

to diminish the importance of this information by means of the blurring technique. Although the captions to 

the news report said “Moldova criticized by the European Parliament,” Moldova 1 chose to bring positive 
aspects to the fore, avoiding clear indication of the negative ones, which prevailed both in the report and in the 

resolution. At the same time, Moldova 1 used biased selection of statements/sources. For example, it included 

positive statements by Petras Auštrevičius and Commissioner Johannes Hahn, but these statements did not 

represent the main message of the two officials; further was included the opinion of the MEP Andi Cristea, who 
found the report was political in nature and accused Moldovan opposition parties. Given this accusation, 

Moldova 1 had the mission to ensure the right to reply to the representatives of the targeted opposition parties, 

which the public television failed to do. Thus, Moldova 1 failed to cover the topic of the report and the EP 
resolution neutrally and impartially, but presented the information in a selective and tendentious manner, with 

truncated quotes, thus depriving media consumers of objective information. 

Jurnal TV covered the topic in the newscast of November 14, focusing on the criticism against Moldova. The 

only violation committed by Jurnal TV was provision of a disproportionate airtime to MEPs that support the 

resolution (six sources) in comparison with those who disapproved the adoption of this document (one source), 
but the station also quoted the opinion of the PDM spokesperson regarding these documents. Jurnal TV mostly 

presented the information in a neutral and unbiased manner. 

On November 13-14, Kp.md published three articles about the report and the EP resolution. Two of them were 

news stories that spoke about: a) general data about the documents and the voting procedure, and b) the opinions 
of some European officials about the report (four opinions, all critical). The third article summarized the most 

important conclusions of the resolution, followed by an interview about them with political analyst Corneliu 

Ciurea. In two of the three articles, Kp.md insisted a lot on the fact that the EU can cancel the visa-free regime 
with Moldova, presenting it as a possibility that can happen soon. De facto, the public was manipulated by 

means of generalization: “Over the last few days, the whole of Moldova has been ‘buzzing’ about a possible 

suspension of the visa-free regime with the EU and of the Association Agreement”; “MEPs ask Moldovan 

authorities to take action. We shall remind that previously there was even risk of cancellation of the Association 
Agreement and of the visa-free regime between Moldova and the EU”. Thus, Kp.md tried to “legitimize” the 

opinion of a person (source) as a real fact that is going to happen (manipulation of the public by presenting 

opinions as if they were facts). 

On November 13-14, Unimedia.info published five news stories about the monitored event. Unimedia.info 
provided coverage in the form of text and live broadcast of the debate over the report on the implementation of 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+REPORT+A8-2018-0322+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://protv.md/stiri/jurnale-de-stiri/stirile-pro-tv-de-la-ora-20-00-cu-sorina-obreja-14-11-2018---2401581.html
http://tv8.md/tv8-show/stiri-cu-angela-gonta-14-11-18/
http://trm.md/ro/mesager/mesager-din-14-noiembrie-2018/
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/fa11fdfa9ed9696a/jurnalul-orei-19-14-noiembrie.html
https://www.kp.md/daily/26907/3953109/
https://www.kp.md/daily/26907/3952926/
https://www.kp.md/daily/26907/3952926/
https://www.kp.md/daily/26907/3952587/
https://www.kp.md/daily/26906.5/3952020/
https://www.kp.md/daily/26906.5/3952020/
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/30145a644d8ffb82/acordul-de-asociere-dintre-rm-si-ue-si-rezolutia-critica-la-adresa-moldovei-dezbatute-in-parlamentul-european-unimedia-va-transmite-live-incepand-cu-18-30.html
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the EU Association Agreement with Moldova of November 13; published excerpts from the report; wrote about 

the results of the voting in the European Parliament; the opinion of the expert Iulian Groza about the conclusions 
of the report and the resolution; and about the mentioning of Vlad Plahotniuc in the report. Unimedia.info 

coverage was neutral and unbiased.  

Sputnik.md has published one news story, “Harsh resolution by the EP: Financial support for Moldova, 

available only after the elections”. The information was presented in a neutral manner, without violation of 

professional ethics or use of manipulation techniques. 

Noi.md has published four news stories about the report and the EP resolution, all taken from other media 

outlets (Radio Europa Libera, Unimedia.info and Deschide.md). 

The televisions NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Canal 2 did not cover this topic in any of their newscasts in 

the period of November 13-15, which can be qualified as manipulation through omission. 

Topic 5. The Liberal Party (PL) announcement regarding participation in parliamentary elections 

alongside the ACUM Electoral Bloc 
 

Background: On December 16, 2018, a new meeting of the Republican Council of the Liberal Party of 

Moldova (PL) took place. At it, PL decided to participate in the parliamentary elections of February 24, 

2019 alongside the ACUM Electoral Bloc. According to party leader Dorin Chirtoaca, of the 59 members 
present, 31 voted for, 16 against, and 12 abstained.  

General conclusion: The decision of the Liberal Party of Moldova (PL) to participate in the parliamentary 

elections of February 24, 2019 alongside the ACUM Electoral Bloc has once again revealed the political 

preferences of some media outlets and the fact that such events are either used or deliberately omitted by some 

televisions in order to discredit or blur certain political issues. At the same time, some outlets once again have 
shown the lack of pluralism and the tendentious way of covering certain events/information. Some media outlets 

have invented new labels, which they ostentatiously repeated in news (Canal 2, Publika TV); other outlets did 

not offer the right to reply to those targeted/accused directly by the interviewed sources (PRO TV Chisinau, 
Jurnal TV); still others used irony and the mixture of facts and opinions (Noi.md, Canal 2), while another 

group of outlets (NTV Moldova, Accent TV, Sputnik.md, TV8) ignored the event.  

Canal 2 and Publika TV have covered the topic similarly, following exactly the same scenario and showing 

the same footage; even the text was 95% identical (only a few times phrases were rearranged). Both media 

outlets gave this event a negative connotation, presenting it in a tendentious and unbiased manner.  

PRO TV Chisinau covered the topic in the newscast of December 16, focusing on the event itself, without 
violating professional ethics and/or using manipulation techniques. The only violation of PRO TV Chisinau 

is that its reporters did not seek the opinion/offer the right to reply to persons targeted/directly accused in 

the news (Vladimir Plahotniuc, Igor Dodon) by some interviewed sources (Dorin Chirtoaca).  

TV8 din did not cover this topic in a separate news report; instead, in a report in the newscast of December 17, 
it mentioned the intention of the National Unity Party (PUN) to support the ACUM Bloc in the parliamentary 

elections in February 2019. Thus, the fact that PL’s intention to participate alongside ACUM was not covered 

in the newscasts of December 17, 18, 19 can be qualified as omission. 

The public television Moldova 1 broadcast one news report about PL’s participation in the parliamentary 

elections of February 2019 alongside the ACUM Electoral Bloc in the Mesager newscast of December 16. 
Moldova 1 presented the information in a neutral and unbiased manner, focusing on the event itself and 

inserting statements of relevant sources into its news report. Moldova 1 did not commit violations of 

professional ethics and did not use manipulation techniques. 

Jurnal TV aired one news report, “PL, PUN and PLR support ACUM in elections,” in the newscast of 
December 17. This station included the decisions and statements of the three parties about participation and/or 

https://unimedia.info/ro/news/30145a644d8ffb82/acordul-de-asociere-dintre-rm-si-ue-si-rezolutia-critica-la-adresa-moldovei-dezbatute-in-parlamentul-european-unimedia-va-transmite-live-incepand-cu-18-30.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/30145a644d8ffb82/acordul-de-asociere-dintre-rm-si-ue-si-rezolutia-critica-la-adresa-moldovei-dezbatute-in-parlamentul-european-unimedia-va-transmite-live-incepand-cu-18-30.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/c30c24f3dbe768ab/rm-pusa-la-zid-parlamentul-european-ar-putea-institui-sanctiuni-persoanele-si-cere-publicarea-raportului-kroll-2.html?utm_source=Site%20Widgets&utm_medium=Trend%20News%20Widget&utm_campaign=Trend%20News%20Widget
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/16be132d0703593e/live-parlamentul-european-voteaza-raportul-cu-privire-la-implementarea-acordului-de-asociere-din-republica-moldova-si-ue.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/496de03c1c5e2863/expert-despre-concluziile-raportului-si-rezolutiei-aprobate-in-parlamentul-european.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/496de03c1c5e2863/expert-despre-concluziile-raportului-si-rezolutiei-aprobate-in-parlamentul-european.html
https://unimedia.info/ro/news/c25d248ce421483a/pentru-prima-data-numele-lui-vlad-plahotniuc-apare-intr-o-rezolutie-in-parlamentul-european.html
https://sputnik.md/politics/20181114/23032541/Rezoluie-dur-a-PE-Susinerea-financiar-pentru-Moldova-disponibil-doar-dup-alegeri.html
https://sputnik.md/politics/20181114/23032541/Rezoluie-dur-a-PE-Susinerea-financiar-pentru-Moldova-disponibil-doar-dup-alegeri.html
http://pl.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=78&id=7338&t=/Presa/tiri/VIDEOConsiliul-Republican-al-PL-a-decis-sa-participe-in-cadrul-blocului-ACUM
http://pl.md/libview.php?l=ro&idc=78&id=7338&t=/Presa/tiri/VIDEOConsiliul-Republican-al-PL-a-decis-sa-participe-in-cadrul-blocului-ACUM
http://www.canal2.md/emisiuni/reporter-cu-diana-spatarel-16-decembrie-2018-1900_99013.html
https://www.publika.md/partidul-liberal-va-face-front-comun-cu-trinomul-pas-ppda-pldm_3028689.html
http://protv.md/stiri/jurnale-de-stiri/stirile-pro-tv-de-la-ora-20-00-cu-patricia-podoleanu-16-12-2018---2432341.html
http://tv8.md/tv8-show/stiri-cu-angela-gonta-17-12-18/
http://trm.md/ro/mesager/mesager-din-16-decembrie-2018/
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/b3642097ebff1924/jurnalul-orei-19-17-decembrie.html
http://www.jurnaltv.md/news/b3642097ebff1924/jurnalul-orei-19-17-decembrie.html
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support of the ACUM Electoral Bloc in the parliamentary elections in February 2019. Jurnal TV mostly 

presented the information in a neutral and unbiased manner, but: 

 Failed to offer the right to reply/opinion to some sources. The Democratic Party, the Party of 

Socialists, Vladimir Plahotniuc, Igor Dodon were targeted/accused directly by some sources in the 
report - PL, PUN, Anatol Salaru -, but Jurnal TV reporters did not seek the former to offer them the 

right to reply. 

Kp.md did not cover the event on December 16-17. However, on December 18, in the Politics section, Kp.md 

published the article “The latest strife in the Liberal Party of Moldova: What will finally finish off Ghimpu, 

Chirtoaca and the company”, which mentions the PL decision to participate in the February elections alongside 
the ACUM Electoral Bloc. This material is more of an opinion/editorial by a journalist than an article/news 

story, but Kp.md did not clearly mark this. Thus, the outlet manipulated consumers, presenting an opinion with 

value judgments and personal thoughts as actual facts. 

Unimedia.info covered the event in four news stories published on December 16. The information was 
presented in a neutral and unbiased manner, and Unimedia.info did not violate professional ethics and/or use 

manipulation techniques.  

Noi.md has published two news stories on the topic. Both of them were taken from other online media 

platforms, and their source was referenced (Unimedia.info and Stiri.md). However, in one of them (from 

Unimedia.info), Noi.md changed the headline, using irony and mixing facts and opinions: “PL says ‘Let’s 

do it,’ and PAS replies ‘Let’s wait.’ PAS reaction to PL statements.”  

NTV Moldova, Accent TV and Sputnik.md did not cover the topic in any of their newscasts or information 

content published online in the period of December 14-18, which can be qualified as omission. 

CONCLUSIONS 

During the reporting period, October 1 - December 31, 2018, all 12 monitored media outlets admitted at least 

one violation of professional ethics and/or used at least one manipulation technique in the coverage of the five 
selected events. Even though there has been a decrease in the number of violations during the three months of 

monitoring, we can anticipate that they will increase beginning in January 2019, especially given the 

parliamentary elections of February 24, 2019 and the electoral campaign that will precede them. The main 

violations of professional ethics committed by the 12 media outlets are still mixture of facts with opinions, 

failure to offer the right to reply, selective presentation of facts and statements, generalizations, and labeling.   

Labeling of politicians and political parties (Canal 2 and Publika TV) has increased compared with the 

previous period. Also, the main manipulation techniques used by journalists are still the same: “internal/external 

enemy” technique, followed by the one of “national savior and/or messiah.” 

At the same time, during the reporting period, the preference and/or likes of some media outlets for certain 
political parties and/or politicians became even more obvious. Some of these outlets, by refusing to cover some 

topics of public interest (omission), have only demonstrated their partisanship or preference for certain parties 

or politicians. The blurring manipulation technique has grown to be of more interest for some media outlets 

(Publika TV and Moldova 1). Omission was also one of the top manipulation techniques used by some media. 
For example, NTV Moldova and Accent TV did not cover at all three of the five monitored topics. The 

conclusion is that both these media outlets ignored those topics because they were about or targeted other 

political parties or politicians than the Party of Socialists and its members.  

Manipulation by means of video and/or audio has also become increasingly popular among some media outlets 
(Publika TV, Canal 2). Also, several media outlets in this monitoring period did not give up generalizations 

(Canal 2, TV8, Jurnal TV and Kp.md), while others truncated and/or selectively presented facts, opinions 

and statements (Publika TV, Moldova 1, Canal 2, Jurnal TV and Kp.md). Over-politicization of topics and 

their presentation from the perspective of political preferences continued. Thus, the televisions Publika TV and 

https://www.kp.md/daily/26921/3968498/
https://noi.md/md/politica/pl-spune-hai-iar-pas-ii-raspune-mai-stai-reactionaza-formatiunii-la-declaratiile-pl
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Canal 2 mostly broadcast the same news content, favoring PDM and the representatives of this party and 

presenting in an exclusively negative light PPDA, PAS and PLDM. 

Jurnal TV politicized topics several times, openly favoring some parties (PPDA and PAS) and politicians 
(Andrei Nastase and Maia Sandu), and disfavoring other parties (PDM and PSRM). The public television 

Moldova 1 committed more violations of professional ethics than in the previous reporting periods, including: 

biased selection of facts and information, manipulation of media consumers by means of video footage, etc. 

Also, Kp.md, which used generalizations, suggestions, truncations of facts and statements, did not offer the 
right to reply and referred to sources that cannot be checked. Sputnik.md oscillated between ignoring/omitting 

topics, mixing facts and opinions, referring to sources that cannot be checked, imbalance of sources, and 

negative image transfer.  

TV8, PRO TV Chisinau and Unimedia.info overall provided accurate, neutral and unbiased coverage of most 
of the monitored topics, with a few violations: omission (TV8); irony and mixture of facts and opinions (PRO 

TV Chisinau); lack of the right to reply (Unimedia.info). Noi.md, like in previous periods, continued taking 

news from other media outlets and posting them on its online platform.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the nearest future, given that the electoral campaign for the parliamentary elections of February 24, 2019 is 

about to begin, we anticipate that the number of violations of professional ethics and the use of manipulation 
techniques will increase. It is also likely that some media outlets will massively use their platforms both to 

disseminate information that is contrary to professional ethics and to manipulate the media consumer. Thus, we 

recommend:  

 The Audiovisual Council (AC), based on article 75 (Responsibilities of the Audiovisual Council) and 

article 86 (Cooperation with civil society) of the Code of Audiovisual Media Services of the Republic 
of Moldova, should take note of the findings and initiate monitoring of televisions, the content of which 

has been reported to deliver manipulating information, in order to identify violations of legislation and 

apply sanctions. 

 

 The editors of TV stations are urged to supervise the editorial content so that it complies with the 
mission of the media to inform the public and correctly present the reality, and not with the desire of 

political circles to promote their interests and destroy opponents. 

 

 Reporters are encouraged to report all relevant facts on events in an unbiased manner and after verifying 
information, not selectively or unilaterally. 

 

 Media consumers are advised to seek information in several media sources, in order to avoid the risk 

of receiving wrong and manipulating information. 
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